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ABSTRACT 
This report presents the results which have been found for the 
stability limits due to the non-linear resonances, 'I'j(( = t IV 
and V~ - ;J V',., = 0 of a 
general spiral sector machine. No derivations are given and the 
results are given in a rough form with an estimate of the errors 
involved" 
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I. Introduction 
This is a note to present the results which ha' e been found for the stability 
limits due to the non-linear resonances Y -::: j N y, ) and 
No derivations will be given and the results will 
be given in rough form only. More detailed results will be given in later reports. 
Results will be given for the general spiral sector machine having the median 
plane field 
-
- (1. la) 
where 
(1. Ib) 
and W I1 =n NI 
It will be assumed that j hI~ 'h -,) . The stability limit amplitudes are 
given in units of R (see MURA-Z58 for definition of R). In most cases we may 
assume that R = v,- , if r,- is chosen so that -pc -:::- e Hr;. 
For the Yx':: t II resonances, the formulas have been checked 
against numerical calculations and estimates of the error are given. For the 
and resonances, not enough 
numerical checking has been done. It is probably safe to assume that the error 




II. Yx::: -1 Nresonanc p 
We will state the results for two special cases. Case I is when I/w- ';:/ /\ 
which is usually true for Mark V machines. Case II is when I /1' .-
'" " . 
the Mark I machine. 
In either case the stability limit ampl tude is given by 
I (Z.l) 
where M is given below for the two cases. 
Case I. 1/W ;; 7/\,/ Mark V machine 
J.. hh ~ (Z. Z) 
where b is defined in MURA- Z58 and s given by 
(l.3) 
(Z.4) 
For case I. the results are believe to have ZO% accuracy for both large 
and small machines provided IIIN" "/"/ Il/, If I/A..r ~ I\) then the error 
may get as large as 100%. 
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Case II. ifNor ":: 0 Mark I machine. 
(2. 5)I 
b h, -K-r -- (2.6)N1.. ) 
-




It is assumed that ",'" '/ J in Case II. and h, and hr, are real and 
equal. 
For case II, the results are believed to have 30% accuracy for large 
machines, N ~ 50. For small mdchines, N ~ 10, the results give too 
large an amplitude. by nearly a factor of 2. 
III. ~ )J~ - V-x = 0 resonance 
The threshold r -amplitude for y~growth is given by 
-. 




where M is given below for the two cases. 
Case I. Mark V machine 
(3. Z) 
I 
b ho 1<'C. k
- ~-tt = t -N'I N":L. (3. 3) 
(3.4)N. 4 
I 
For small nutter hi / h" .< <: J M, is the dominant term and 
) 
the above result reduces to that found by Laslett and Sessler. 
Case II Mark I machine 
(3.5) 
III. ~ V'" -+ V?(:: f.j resonance 
Let Vit' to> J )J~ 0 be the small amplitude tune. Let A be the 
Y' ~ stability limit amplitude and B be the y- stability limit amplitude. The 
stability limit amplitudes that will drive the tune to which 





where M is given below for the two cases. 
If )./')'l1 Vd f) is close to the resonance line, then the maximum value j 
of A occurs when ... VA} = ~ (N - y'X~) ) C~ n c).. 
Brn ,,')( = JV'Je'/V,. A~~_ 
In both cases M is given by 
1\ 1 -+ I 1A1r "4 
~t:.·I:lIli"""" ~... $!l"';-'N = -} bh, N¥ 
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